Choose
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After completing your reading assignment, choose
one activity to complete based upon what you just
read. You must choose a different activity for each
assignment until you have completed all the
assignments on the page.
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Pick a character and write at
least a 5 sentence diary entry
based upon the last event that
happened to them.

What is one choice a character
made that you would change?
Why would you make this
choice and how do you think it
would change the story?

Write three high level
vocabulary words from the text
on a piece of paper. Write a
guess for each of their
meanings. Then, look them up
in the dictionary and write their
real meaning. Finally, write a
sentence for each word.
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Draw a detailed picture of a
place, event, or character
described in the text. Make
sure to include features as
described in the text.

Write three interesting
interview questions that you
would ask one of the
characters. The questions need
to be related to the story.

Create a Venn diagram
comparing two characters
within the story to each other.
List three similarities between
them and three differences for
each character. (There should
be 9 entries when you are
done.)
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Describe in detail a problem
that occurred in the text and
how it was solved.

Write something you are
wondering about the story.
What in the text has made you
wonder it?

Write a paragraph of at least
five sentences that could be
inserted into the story or
chapter. Provide the page
number and the number of the
paragraphs that it would be
inserted between.
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